
1Convergence to Global Minimafor a class ofDi�usion ProcessesJianfeng Feng�;�� Hans-Otto Georgii�� David Brown��Statistics Group, The Babraham Institute, Cambridge CB2 4AT UK��Mathematisches Institut, Universit�at M�unchen, D-80333 M�unchen, GermanyAbstractWe prove that there exists a gain function (�(t); �(t))t�0 such that the solutionof the SDE dxt = �(t)(� grad U(xt)dt + �(t)dBt) 'settles' down on the set of globalminima of U . In particular the existence of a gain function (�(t))t�0 so that yt satisfyingdyt = �(t)(� grad U(yt)dt + dBt) converges to the set of the global minima of U isveri�ed. Then we apply the results to the Robbins-Monro and the Kiefer-Wolfowitzprocedures which are of particular interest in statistics.Keywords: Simulated annealing; Robbins-Monro procedures; Kiefer-Wolfowitz pro-cedures; gain function.1 IntroductionIn stochastic approximation theory [4, 13, 16] the convergence of the following SDEdxt = �(t)(� grad U(xt)dt+ �(t)dBt) (1.1)on a probability space (
;F ;P) is considered where (�(t); �(t))t�0 are both positivefunctions, Bt is the Brownian motion and U 2 C1(IRN ). Under certain conditions onU and Z 10 �(t)dt = 1 (1.2)Z 10 �2(t)�2(t)dt < 1 (1.3)it has been proved that xt converges to the set of all local minima of U(but not the setof all global minima!) see for example Theorem 8.2, page 62 in [16]. In section 2 of thepresent paper we will show how one can choose a gain function (�(t); �(t))t�0 so thatxt 'settles' down on the set of global minima of U as t goes to in�nity. It is worthwhileto point out that our setting here is a generalization of standard simulated annealingwhich involves the convergence of the SDEdzt = (� grad U(zt)dt+ �(t)dBt): (1.4)



2Furthermore in section 2 we also prove that there exists (�(t))t�0 which ensures theconvergence of the solution of the following SDEdyt = �(t)(� grad U(yt)dt+ dBt) (1.5)to the global minima of U . In particular we note here that the gain function we obtainensuring the convergence of yt to the global minima violates restriction (1.3).Results in section 2 are of particular interest since the well-known statistical algo-rithms, the Robbins-Monro and the Kiefer-Wolfowitz procedures are special cases of(1.5) and (1.1). These procedures have been successfully applied to very widespreadvaried applications as system identi�cation, adaptive control, transmission systems,adaptive �ltering for signal processing, several aspects of pattern recognition and mostrecently as neural networks(see monographs [2, 4, 10, 13, 15, 16] and also section 3).However it seems not to be known how one can ensure that these procedures con-verge to the global minima. In fact we show in example 1 of section 2 that under theconditions (1.2) and (1.3) it is impossible to prove that the Robbins-Monro and theKiefer-Wolfowitz procedures converge to the global minima with probability one. Asan application of theorems in section 2 we present in section 3 how one can choosegain functions to ensure that the Robbins-Monro and the Kiefer-Wolfowitz proceduresconverge to the global minima. Numerical examples are also given.The idea in the proof of the �rst theorem in section 2 is fairly straightforward. Weapply the results of simulated annealing to our case by viewing the SDE xt at anothertime scaling so the term �(t) before the drift term �grad U disappears but there isstill a vanishing term before the Brownian motion due to its self-similarity property.Then we use the contraction mapping theorem to prove the existence of a gain functionwhich guarantees that yt 'settles' down on the global minima of U .2 Main Results2.1 Convergence to the Global MinimaFirst of all we present a counter example to demonstrate that condition (1.3) is toorestrictive for the process xt to converge to the global minima of U .Example 1 Let �(t) = 1t ; �(t) = 1 and so conditions (1.2 ) and (1.3) are both ful�lled.For simplicity we assume that N = 1. De�ne t = es or s = log(t) andus = yes (2.1)Eq. (1.1) becomes dus = � 1esgradU(us)esds+ 1pes � 1pesdBes (2.2)Since 1pesdBes � N(0; 1es esds) = N(0; ds) (2.3)



3we denote d ~Bs = 1pesdBes (2.4)which is again a standard Brownian motion. Thereforedus = �gradU(us)ds+ 1pesd ~Bs (2.5)For the SDE above it is well-known that us will be trapped at some local minimawith a positive probability since the noise vanishes too fast at a rate of e�s=2[3].The following theorem shows which kind of gain function (�(t); �(t))t�0 we canchoose to ensure the convergence of xt to the global minima of U . Suppose thatU 2 C2(IRN ), there exist R; c > 0 with @U@xi > c 8i as jxj > R, xt is nonexplosive andthere are �nitely many isolated local minima for U as jxj < R,  is a constant whichis larger than the critical value 0 in the simulated annealing for function U(see [3]).Theorem 1 For all � > 0 and x 2 IRN ,lims!1P0;x(xt(s) in the ��neighborhood of A ) = 1 (2.6)where A is the set of the global minima of U , t(s) is the inverse function of s =R t0 �(u)du and xt is the solution of Eq. (1.1) with gain function (c1 > 1 a constant)8>>>><>>>>: Z 10 �(u)du = 1;�(t) = s�(t) log(Z t0 �(u)du + c1): (2.7)Proof Let s = s(t) = Z t0 �(u)du (2.8)Denote its inverse function as t = t(s). De�nevs = xt(s) (2.9)then the equation (1.1) becomesdvs = �gradU(vs)ds+ p�(t)plog(s+ c1)dBt: (2.10)In terms of the self-similarity property of the Brownian and �(t)dt = ds, we derive thatd ~Bs := q�(t(s))dBt(s) � N(0; ds � I) (2.11)where matrix I = (�ij ; i; j = 1; � � � ; N). Hence ~Bs is still a standard Brownian on IRN .Now (2.10) becomes dvs = �gradU(vs)ds+ plog(s+ c1)d ~Bs (2.12)



4It is easily seen that conditions of Theorem 3.3 at page 283 of [12] are ful�lled andso we deduce that there is a positive constant 0 such that as  > 0lims!1P0;x(xt(s) 2 A) = lims!1P0;x(vs 2 A) = 1: 2 (2.13)Remark 1. Similar results are true in theorem 1 if we consider a more general setting:the drift term is a C2 function b rather than �gradU (see [3]).Remark 2. In the proof of Theorem 1 we choose the vanishing term before thenoise as 1=plog(s+ c1). Of course we can use other vanishing rates here for example1=plog(log(s+ c1) + c1) and our theorem 2 below depends on this choice. However itis known that the optimal annealing algorithm is of order 1=plog(s+ c1) [6, 7, 11].A special case is (�(t))t�0 = 1 which is of particular interest. Many algorithms instatistics correspond to this case. Theorem 2 below is devoted to this case.Theorem 2 Under the circumstances of theorem 1 there exists a unique gain function(�(t))t�0 such that for all � > 0 and x 2 IRNlims!1P0;x(yt(s) in the ��neighborhood of A ) = 1 (2.14)where �(t) is the unique solution of the equation8>>><>>>: �(t) = 2log(R t0 �(u)du + c1)�(0) = 2log(c1) (2.15)and �(0)2�(0)[log(�(0)t + c1)� log c1] + 2 � �(t) � s �2(0)2�(0)[log(�(0)t + c1)� log c1] + 2 :(2.16)Proof According to Theorem 1 it su�ces to prove the existence and uniqueness solutionof the equation (2.15) and that the solution satis�esZ 10 �(u)du =1: (2.17)We use the contraction mapping theorem. For this purpose we writeS[(n� 1)�; n�] = f� 2 C[(n� 1)�; n�] and �(t) � 0g (2.18)which is a closed subset of C[(n� 1)�; n�] and we specify � later. SetT0(�) = 2log(R t0 �(u) + c1)du (2.19)



5a mapping from S[0; �] onto itself. For �1; �2 2 S[0; �] we havejjT0(�1)� T0(�2)jj = maxt2[0;�] j 2log(R t0 �2(u)du+ c1) � 2log(R t0 �1(u)du+ c1) j� 2(log c1)2 maxt2[0;�] j log(Z t0 �2(u)du+ c1)� log(R t0 �1(u)du + c1)j= 2(log c1)2 maxt2[0;�] j log(1 + R t0 j�2(u)� �1(u)jduR t0 �1(u)du + c1 )j: (2.20)From the basic inequality log(1 + x) � x for x � 0 we deduce thatjjT0(�1)� T0(�2)jj � 2(log c1)2 R �0 jj�1 � �2jjduc1 : (2.21)Hence as � < (c1(log c1)2)=2 the mapping T0 is a contraction mapping and so onthe space S[0; �] there exists a unique � such that it satis�es (2.15).Next we use induction for the proof of the existence and uniqueness of � on thetime interval [n�; (n+1)�]. Assume that we have proved there exists a unique solution� on time interval [0; n�] denoting it as (�(t))0�t�n� . De�ne a mapping Tn(�) for� 2 S[n�; (n + 1)�] by Tn(�)(t) = 2log(R t0 �(u)du+ c1) (2.22)where �(u) = �(u) for 0 � u � n�. By repeating above arguments for n = 0 weconclude that Tn is again a contraction mapping in the complete space S[n�; (n+1)�].We assert the existence and uniqueness of the solution of (2.15) writing it as �.Now we prove that �(t) ful�lls (2.17). In fact from equation (2.15) we see that�(t) > 0 and �(t) is di�erentiable with �0(t) < 0 8t. Di�erentiating on both side of(2.15) with respect to t we yield that�0(t) = � �3(t)2 Z t0 �(u)du + c1 : (2.23)From the nonincreasing property of �(t) we obtain that� �(t)32(�(t)t+ c1) � �0(t) � � �(t)32(�(0)t + c1) : (2.24)By using the nonincreasing property of � again the inequality (2.24) above turns outto be � �(t)22(t+ c1�(0) ) � �0(t) � � �(t)32�(0)(t + c1�(0) ) : (2.25)By integrating the left side of inequality (2.25) from 0 to t we deduce that12 [log(t+ c1�(0) )� log( c1�(0) )] � 1�(t) � 1�(0) : (2.26)



6Similarly for the right side of inequality (2.25) we have12�(0) [log(t+ c1�(0) )� log( c1�(0) )] � 1�2(t) � 1�2(0) : (2.27)Combining conclusions above we see that � satis�es (2.17) and�(0)2�(0)[log(�(0)t + c1)� log c1] + 2 � �(t) � s �2(0)2[log(t�(0) + c1)� log c1]�(0) + 2 :(2.28)This completes our proof of theorem 2. 22.2 Relation with Simulated Annealing AlgorithmsOne of the drawbacks to use the simulated annealing trick de�ned by (1.4) for �ndinga global minima of a function U lies in demanding large computing resources. Is itpossible to �nd an algorithm which converges faster to the global minima of U thanzt? Let us �rst consider example 1 of section 2. If we suppose that at time s0(a largequantity) us reaches the global minimaA, then only after time es0 the process x arrivesat the global minima of A. This quantity es0 is so large and we expect it would beimpossible to observe the convergence to the global minima in practical applications.Recall that the relation between t and s is de�ned bys = Z t0 �(u)du (2.29)which indicates that the larger (smaller) the �(u), the more early (later) for the processx to go to the global minima. Of course it is impossible for us to arbitrary choose �(t).We must ensure that the noise vanishes �nally which requires that�(t)log(R t0 �(u)du + c1) ! 0 (2.30)as t goes to in�nity.The simulated annealing case corresponds to the situation thats = t = t(s) (2.31)and the case in Example 1 of previous section is t = t(s) = es > s. And if we can �ndan (�t)t�0 satisfying t = t(s) < s we conclude that xt(s) will arrive at A faster than zs.As an example of our consideration above we have the following corollary.Corollary 1 In the circumstances of Theorem 1 let�(t) = log(log(t+ c1) + c1) (2.32)



7we have for all � > 0 and x 2 IRNlims!1P0;x(xt(s) in the ��neighborhood of A ) = 1 (2.33)and s = (t+ c1)[log(log(t+ c1) + c1)� log(t+ c1) + c1(log(t+ c1) + c1 � 1)2 ]; (2.34)t(s) < s.Proof In the following proof we use C to denote di�erent constants independent of t.In terms of the de�nition of s we haves = Z t0 �(u)du= Z t0 log(log(u+ c1) + c1)du= (t+ c1) log(log(t+ c1) + c1)� Z t0 1log(u+ c1) + c1 du+ C= (t+ c1)[log(log(t+ c1) + c1)� 1log(u+ c1) + c1 � 2(log(u+ c1) + c1)2 � � � �]+C (2.35)Since x+ 2x2 + � � �+ nxn + � � � = x(1� x)2 (2.36)we get �nally thats = (t+ c1)[log(log(t+ c1) + c1)� log(t+ c1) + c1(log(t+ c1) + c1 � 1)2 ] (2.37)and Z 10 �(u)du =1; �(t)log(R t0 �(u)du+ c1) ! 0 (2.38)with t(s) < s.Corollary 1 tells that xt reaches the global minima faster than the simulated an-nealing algorithm by choosing the speci�c (�(t))t�0 given by Eq. (2.32). Rememberthat the �rst exit time from a local minima is proportional to the height of the energybarrier(see [7]). So intuitively one may expect that decreasing the height of the energybarrier as in example 1 of previous section will favorite the speed of convergence. Nev-ertheless to speed up the simulated annealing algorithm, or more exactly to ensure theprocess xt to reach the set of global minima more faster than the simulated annealing,is achieved by appropriately increasing , rather than by decreasing, the height of theenergy barrier.We have drawn the conclusion that xt, under the conditions of Corollary 1, willconverge to the global minima faster than the simulated annealing algorithm. But



8by an easily checking of the noise term we �nd that the variance of the noise is alsoenhanced since p�(t)qlog(R t0 �(u)du+ c1) > 1plog(t+ c1)when t is large enough, where � is given by Eq. (2.32) and 1=plog(t+ c1) is for thesimulated annealing. Hence if we stop an algorithm in terms of its variance of noisethen the algorithm discussed in Corollary 1 will cost more computing resource. Inthis case{to stop an algorithm by its variance of noise{it is more e�cient to run analgorithm by decreasing its energy barriers.3 Applications to Statistical Procedures3.1 The Robbins-Monro and The Kiefer-Wolfowitz Pro-ceduresLet R(y); y 2 IRN be some unknown function whose values may be measured at pointy 2 IRN . The only information available about R(y) is general in nature, R(y) isdi�erentiable etc. The problem is to determine a solution y0 satisfying R(y0) = 0by suitable measurements of R(y). More precisely we wish to draw up a plan for anappropriate experiment, i.e. to specify the points Yt 2 IRN at which R(Yt) is to bemeasured at time t 2 IR in such a way that Yt ! fy : R(y) = 0g as t ! 1. It issuggested by Robbins-Monro in 1951 and investigated in details in [16] that under thecondition of the uniqueness of the solution fy0 : R(y0) = 0gdYt = a(t)(R(Yt)dt+ dBt) (3.1)we have limt!1P0;y(Yt in the �-neighborhood of y0) = 1 (3.2)provided that a(t) satis�es R10 a(t)dt = 1 and R10 a2(t)dt < 1. However most prob-lems arising from practical applications are complex and frequently there is no infor-mation about the observer has no information of the uniqueness of the solution ofR(y) = 0. Suppose that R = � grad U for some function U(see Remark 1) satisfyingthe conditions in previous section. Furthermore we wish to determine a solution of Rwhich is a global minimum of U . Theorem 2 asserts that we can ensure Yt convergesto the set of the global minima of U if we choose a(t) according to (2.23).Kiefer and Wolfowitz taking the Robbins-Monro method as their point of depar-ture considered the following problem involving determination of the maximum of anunknown function. Let U(x); x 2 IR be a continuously di�erentiable function withmaxima at points x 2 A here jAj < 1 for jAj representing the cardinality of A.. Itis required to �nd the maximum points of U(x) or equivalently to solve the equationgrad U(x) = 0. If the values of U(x) had been measured with no errors the maximumof U(x) could have been determined via the gradient method described by the equationdx=dt = aU 0(x) (3.3)



9where a is a positive constant. Suppose that the observer conducts independent mea-surements of U(x) with a certain error, so that the measured result U(Xn) at a pointXn 2 IR at time n has the form U(Xn)+ �(Xn) for �(Xn) � N(0; h) with h > 0. How-ever the Robbins-Monro procedure is not directly applicable to this problem: if theerrors in measurement of U(x) at di�erent points are independent the error involvedin calculating grad U(x) using the measurements becomes in�nitely large. The ideaof the Kiefer-Wolfowitz method is to evaluate the approximate values of the derivativein Eq. (3.3) as the quotient of the increment of the function and the increment �x,setting �x = 2c(n)! 0 as n!1, at the same time "decelerating" the motion of Xntowards a point in A, making the parameter a time-dependent. The function a = a(n)may be chosen in such a way that, �rst, the sequence Xn does not "stop" too soonand second the e�ect of random noise is damped. Hence a discrete time version of theKiefer-Wolfowitz procedures isXn+1 �Xn = a(n)c(n) [�U(Xn + c(n))� U(Xn � c(n))2 + �(Xn + c(n))� �(Xn � c(n))2 ](3.4)and the corresponding continuous time version of them takes the form(see (3.7) in [16]and we suppose that Xt 2 IRN )dXt = a(t)(� grad U(Xt) + 1c(t)dBt): (3.5)There are many applications of the Robbins-Monro and the Kiefer-Wolfowitz pro-cedures in a wide range of disciplines as we have mentioned in section 1(see for example[1, 8, 9, 18]. However, to the best of our knowledge, an important issue for both pro-cedures is to �nd out a rate a(t) in the Robbins-Monro procedure or (a(t); c(t)) in theKiefer-Wolfowitz procedure so that their solution will �nally settle down at the globalminima, and this has not been solved yet.Note that the basic mechanism behind these two procedures is quite di�erent fromthe strategy of simulated annealing algorithms(suppose that a(t) 6= 1). In simulatedannealing algorithms the noise is added arti�cially in order to force a dynamic sys-tem to approach the global minima; but in these two procedures or related statisticalalgorithms the noise is not separable from the signal and is intrinsically mixed withthe signal. In simulated annealing algorithms we are able to adjust the rate of the de-crease noise variance and keep the deterministic part unchanged. Nevertheless in theRobbins-Monro and the Kiefer-Wolfowitz procedures once we change the decreasingrate of noises we change the dynamics or in other word the landscape of the 'energy'as well.Due to the importance of these two procedures in statistics we rewrite Theorem 1and Theorem 2 of the previous section in the following formTheorem 3 1. For the Kiefer-Wolfowitz procedureslims!1P0;x(Xt(s) in the ��neighborhood of A ) = 1 (3.6)



10provided that 8>>>>><>>>>>: Z 10 a(t)dt = 1;c(t) = sa(t) log(Z t0 a(u)du + c1): (3.7)2. For the Robbins-Monro procedureslims!1P0;x(Yt(s) in the ��neighborhood of A ) = 1 (3.8)provided that 8>>><>>>: a(t) = 2log(R t0 a(u)du + c1)a(0) = 2log(c1) (3.9)There are many di�erent versions of the Robbins-Monro and the Kiefer-Wolfowitzprocedures. Theorem 3 may provide a general guidance on how to choose gain functionfor these versions.3.2 Numerical ResultsThe relation between s and t(s) in Theorem 2 of the previous section ist+ c1log(t+ c1) + 1log(t+ c1) � log(t+ c1)(log(t+ c1)� 1)2 + C = Z t0 1log(u+ c1)du < s< Z t0 1plog(u+ c1)du (3.10)where C is a constant. From the discussion of subsection 2.2 we know that yt(s) willconverge to the global minima more slowly than simulated annealing. Here we presenta numerical example which con�rms that it is possible to observe the convergence ofyt(s) to the global minima in practical simulation and leave theoretical questions, forexample to estimate the convergence rate of yt(s)[5, 19] and other applications [2, 14]as topics for further discussion.In terms of (2.23) the gain function is a solution of the following di�erential equation8>>>>><>>>>>: a0(t) = � a3(t)2 Z t0 a(u)du + c1a(0) = 2log(c1) (3.11)which can be numerically solved.Example 2. We choose a potential U(x) = x4=4 + x3=3 � x2. We have a numericalcomparison of the SDE y de�ned by (1.5) with �(t) as in Theorem 2 and the simulated



11annealing algorithm z de�ned by (1.4). We discretise them with time step h = 0:1 andwith initial state y(j)0 = z(j)0 = 0:1j � 1, where j = 0; � � � ; 20 namely we carry out 21simulations with initial state from [�1; 1] for the SDE yt and zt. For each given j after600000 iterations we get a solution y(j) and z(j).initial state -1.00 -0.90 -0.80 -0.70 -0.60 -0.50 -0.40y(j) -1.95 -2.15 -2.12 -2.07 -1.75 -2.11 -1.93z(j) -1.98 -1.99 -2.23 -2.13 -1.64 -2.07 -1.88initial state -0.30 -0.20 -0.10 0.00 0.10 0.20 0.30y(j) -1.96 -2.39 -2.01 -1.96 -1.97 -2.06 -1.80z(j) -1.86 -2.50 -1.94 -2.09 -2.03 -1.99 -1.76initial state 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00 mean valuey(j) -2.12 -1.78 -1.88 -2.25 -2.25 -2.09 -1.94 -2.02z(j) -2.02 -1.85 -2.09 -2.18 -2.17 -2.06 -1.87 -2.02Table 1 Numerical results of two algorithms de�ned by theorem 2 and equation (1.4)for initial states from -1. to 1.Finally we havey = P21j=1 y(j)21 = �2:02; z = P21j=1 z(j)21 = �2:02 (3.12)the average of the solution of SDE (1.5) and (1.4) over 21 di�erent initial states. Notethat the exact global minimum is at x = �2:0 and a local minimum is at x = 1. Theparameter  is set to 2(we refer the reader to [3] for an explanation of the choice ofthis value). For both algorithms (1.5) and (1.4) all 21 time simulations are successfulin �nding the global minimum.Acknowledgement. This paper was partially supported by the A. von HumboldtFoundation of Germany, given to JF.References[1] Atikinson, A.C., Demetrio, C.G.B. & Zocchi, S.S.(1995), Optimum does levelswhen males and females di�er in response, Appl. Statist.-Jour. Royal Statist. Soc.44 213-226.[2] Albeverio, S., Feng, J.& Tirozzi, B.(1999), Mathematical modeling in neural net-works, Cambridge University Press.[3] Albeverio, S., Feng, J.& Qian, M.(1995), Role of noises in neural networks, Phys.Rev. E., Vol. 52, No. 6., pp. 6593-6606.[4] Benveniste, A., M�etivier, M. & Priouret, P.(1990), Adaptive algorithms andstochastic approximations, Berlin: Springer-Verlag.
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